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CHAIRMAN’S REPORT
FROM KEITH MARSHALL

I proudly took over the Chairmanship of AMPS from Darren Tasker last year in March.
As the existing Chairman of the Technical Committee of the Association, I have been
especially privileged to have a double remit and hopefully this has given me, and will
continue to give me, a chance to make a uniquely co-ordinated change to the operation
of the Association from both perspectives.
On taking over, my opening statement was to say that I believe that AMPS needs to be more
to its members. In a challenging and ever more competitive environment, we need to find
more ways to help our members distinguish themselves from their competitors. In an
environment that is also proving to be much faster moving in legislative terms than it has
been in many years, with legislation also less and less co-ordinated by its makers, representing
our members where we can in the formulation of this legislation and helping them to
prepare for its implementation has also become much more important.
Hopefully, in this year we have taken some steps towards these important goals:
• Our Marketing Manager Mike Boughey has now left us having performed a fantastic role in
creating for us a very professional and well co-ordinated brand and set of publications
• Mike will shortly be replaced by an AMPS Business Development Manager, part of whose
role will be to sell our services and the services of our members to our end customer base
– the consultants, the facilities managers and the key decision makers. For the first time,
AMPS won’t just be something known inside our own industry – it will be an organisation
out there in front of the customers selling us – selling you.
• We have re-vitalised EuropGen to give us a pro-active voice in Europe to affect European
Policy at Directive Level. This complements our on-going activities in UK and European
standards committees where we are helping to shape Technical Standards. Importantly it has
already increased our reputation and, to be frank, our importance on the European stage;
our Director General is now a registered European lobbyist because of his role in
EuropGen. And we have become somebody that the far larger organisations such as
EuroMot (the European trade associated for engine manufacturers) sees as an important
partner to work with on key legislation such as the next round of emissions legislation and
reforms to the WEEE and RoHS Directives.
• We are now in detailed preparation of an AMPS Training Qualification for Diesel Generating
Set Engineers. This is something that we hope will become widely adopted by our members
and can become one of the most visible signs of the professionalism and standard of our
engineers compared to those who are not.
• We continue to host a well attended variety of networking functions including the
conference, golf day and go-karting and this year will see our dinner at IP&EE which we
hope many of our members will attend.
In all these endeavours, AMPS is only the sum of the people that participate in it. My thanks
therefore must go out to the members of Council, the Committees and the secretariat
which do the work. Without them there is no Association for us all to benefit from.
In my remaining year I hope to help many of these initiatives come to fruition and to continue
the excellent work of my predecessors to leave our Association in a much stronger and
more proactive position. Of course if any members have any comments or views on any
of this, for or against, or want to contribute or become involved in any of our work, I would
always be delighted to talk to you or come visit.
I look forward to working with the Association for another year.
Keith Marshall,
AMPS Chairman
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DIRECTOR GENERAL’S REPORT
FROM ROGER LANE-NOTT

While the economic landscape across the world has been
uncertain it has been particularly difficult in UK and the
Eurozone. Growth continues to be slow and yet many
of our members have had a better year than they expected.
There is no doubt that the demand for our members’
products is still high and it seems certain that the demand
for power generation will continue to rise despite high oil
and gas prices. The debate over renewables continues and
even the experts and fervent supporters of renewables
admit that we will be lucky if we can produce more than
12% of the world’s needs. So in the Genset world we must
crack on and maximise very opportunity. We have had a
busy year with all the usual but enjoyable events but we
have also concentrated on the future for AMPS as well and
we hope that we will be able to put these improvements in
place in 2012.
But as always please do not hesitate to get in touch if you
think we can help you or you can help AMPS in any way.
WAY AHEAD FOR AMPS
For the last six months the Council has been discussing
“What is AMPS?” - what is behind the badge and how do we
want to take the Association forward? Communication with
Members now includes a quarterly magazine and a regular
e-bulletin but it is appreciated that we need to improve the
offering to members, increase our membership and develop
the way the Association works for its Members. Resources
are also an issue.
These discussions are approaching a sound conclusion and
a clear way ahead. The Council decided in December that
the Marketing Manager’s role had reached its conclusion
and Mike Boughey left his post at the end of January. The
recruitment of a Business Development Manager with a
different remit is ongoing.
It is a little too early to give firm changes but I anticipate
that we will try to move AMPS to become a “One Stop
Shop” for consultants, specifiers and facility managers to
source their genset requirements. Invariably these are the
people who advise and follow through requirements for the
clients and we need to get much closer to them and make
them fully aware of what AMPS members have to offer.
We need to increase our membership and offer them more
in useful and real benefits and although this is a difficult area
we have in mind various incentives to encourage more
companies to join.
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The Chairman will say more about the Way Ahead at the
Annual Conference.
EVENTS
On the events side we had a good Conference in March
with excellent speakers and we also hosted several
servicemen who had been injured in Iraq and Afghanistan
and an inspirational talk from Help for Heroes – our chosen
charity for the year. The Annual Golf Day organised again by
Andy Bell was a huge success at Sherwood Forest Golf Club
and the number of participants were high and the weather
just about behaved. The Karting Day was again well attended
at Milton Keynes Daytona and we had a great day in dry
weather.
2012 EVENTS
Thursday 8th March
AMPS Conference. The AMPS AGM and Conference will be
held on 8th March at One Great George Street, London –
the home of the Institution of Civil Engineers. This is a
popular venue and we have a good line-up of conference
speakers and Martin Bayfield as our after lunch speaker.
Wednesday 18th – Thursday 19th April
IP & EE Show at the NEC Birmingham
Wednesday 18th April
AMPS Dinner, Hotel Metropole Birmingham
Tuesday 1st May
AMPS Golf Day, Forest of Arden, Warwickshire
Thursday 20th September (tbc)
AMPS Karting, Daytona Milton Keynes
13th-16th November
Demonstration/Seminar at Bio Energy EXHIBITION
in Hannover

EUROPGEN
REPORT
FROM ROGER LANE-NOTT

A major milestone this year has been the resurrection of
EuropGen. This was very much an AMPS initiative and we
now have to make it work and be relevant. EuropGen
members already include the French, German and Italian
Associations, equivalent to AMPS, and we will be looking to
expand the membership in 2012.
We have agreed a Constitution and initial funding of €3000
per association in 2012 to add to the €3500 currently in the
bank. We are working on a list of issues and will be meeting
three times per year and will launch formally to the press in
October 2012.
Roger Lane-Nott has been elected as the first Chairman
of EuropGen.
In the meantime we have set up the following Working
Groups:
Working Group 1 – RHoSH
Lead: Richard Meadows, (AMPS)
Members: Andrew Greer, SDMO, GIGREL
Objective: WG will define further but the aim is to drive
clarity into definitions such as large scale fixed installations
and the ideal is to exclude from RHoSH all generators
above 10KVA. We will be liaising closely with EUROMOT.

Working
Group 4 - Noise
Lead: Richard Payne (AMPS)
Objective: Watching Brief
Mirror Group 5 – Emissions
Lead: Richard Payne (AMPS)
Objective: Mirror committee for
EUROMOT.
Watching Brief
Working Group 6 – EuropGen web site
Lead: Roger Lane-Nott (AMPS)
Objective: Create a web site that will promote
EuropGen as the voice of the European Genset
industry and member companies. Target Date
1st April 2012
Mirror Group 7 - Market Surveillance
Lead: Michael Darke (AMPS)
Objective: Paper from Michael Darke. Watching Brief
EuropGen will next meet during IP& EE in Birmingham
on Thursday April 19th 2012.

Working Group 2 – Grid Codes
Lead: Gerd Kreiger (VDMA)
Members:VDMA, AMPS plus more to be decided
Objective: WG to define clear objective. Contact and
liaise with ENSOE. Be prepared for consultations in
Quarter one 2012.
Working Group 3 – ErP Energy related
Products Directive
Lead: Roger Lane-Nott (AMPS)
Members: All
Objective: WG to define clear objective. EuropGen needs to
be a stakeholder. Respond to Netherlands paper and see if
we can collect some meaningful figures. Mobile Power
Generators DG ENTR Service Contract SI2.574204 by
Martin van Elburg Van Holsteijn en Kemna (VHK)
Elektronicaweg, 14 2628 XG Delft NL www.vhk.nl
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MARKETING REPORT
FROM MIKE BOUGHEY

In the face of these tough economic circumstances, we
understand that a number of trade associations have
reported a decline in membership numbers.
Fortunately, this has not been the case for AMPS. The fact
that our membership remains stable suggests that the
association delivers real value. And the recent membership
survey has helped us to pinpoint those AMPS benefits that
are the most highly valued.
Networking opportunities are seen as a definite benefit, and
an area where AMPS has always been strong. During 2011,
related initiatives were very well supported:
The provision and exchange of information is also seen as
an important benefit of AMPS membership:
AMPS Power magazine
The fact that this magazine is prominently displayed at so
many members’ premises is indicative of how highly it is
valued. Many members have already taken the opportunity
to sponsor it, and we also receive several advertising
requests from non-members.
Email e-bulletin
Feedback continues to be very positive. Members tell us the
current line-up of articles is valued, including the economic
reports, market updates, Health & Safety and legal updates.
We are, however, considering ways to make it easier to
navigate through the content.

AMPS website
This has benefited from a series of modifications and
updates, including a wider variety of technical information
and improved Search Engine Optimisation (SEO). This has
contributed to a 50 per cent increase in traffic to the site.
The challenge now is to convert the increase in site visits
to an increased level of interest in members’ services and
products.
Other ways in which AMPS can benefit its members include
influencing the legislative agenda (particularly at the
European level), and more actively promoting the services
of its members to specifiers and end-users. As covered in
the reports from the Chairman and the Director General,
these have been definite priorities for the Council during
2011. And, with several new initiatives in place, these new
areas of emphasis will be reflected in our forthcoming
marketing activity.
As well as building on the success of existing networking
opportunities and information channels, you should
therefore anticipate a wider range of marketing and
communications initiatives for 2012 and beyond. This, in
turn, should help to maximise the
benefits of your own AMPS
membership – and to make such
benefits more relevant to a wider
range of prospective members.

Mike Boughey,
Marketing Manager
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AMPS NETWORKING EVENTS 2011
The AMPS AGM, Annual Conference
& Luncheon – Institution of
Civil Engineers, London – 10th March 2011
The AMPS AGM, Conference & Luncheon was held on 10th
March 2011 and saw Keith Marshall from Sheafpower Ltd
elected as Chairman of the Association. Once again the
event attracted around 160 attendees who enjoyed the
entertaining and insightful presentations given by speakers
from a variety of fields.
Peter Webster of Utilyx gave a review of energy policy and
informed those present of the implications of the policy for
the power generation industry. He also created a buzz by
introducing a nice little iphone app which shows exactly
how much power is being generated (MW) throughout the
day in the UK. The free ‘Grid Carbon’ app also shows the
carbon intensity for the day and is constantly updated from
data supplied under licence from ELEXON.
Industrial Health & Safety is a very important area, and this
need was met with a presentation from Rod Hunt who is
a partner at Barlow, Lyde & Gilbert. Rod’s areas of legal
expertise include health and safety, corporate manslaughter,
environmental and trading law, fire safety and transport. BLG
also work in partnership with AMPS and provide a free 24/7
emergency advice service in the event that a company
director is arrested following an incident.
Rory Cellan-Jones, the BBC’s Technology Correspondent,
talked about the latest technology and how it would have an
impact on UK businesses. He suggested that innovations
such as facebook and twitter would have a big impact and
told us that he had already ‘tweeted’ his followers during a
previous presentation and had created quite a debate in the
process, highlighting his point.

AMPS Golf Day – Sherwood Forest Golf Club,
16th May
Once again the AMPS Golf Day was a great success with
nearly 70 members and representatives from partner
organisations turning out to give their support.
AMPS would especially like to thank Andy Bell and Fay Taylor
(MECC ALTE UK LTD) for all of their hard work in
organising the event and ensuring a great day was had by
all and all of the members and partner companies who
sponsored the event.
Results for the day are as follows;
AMPS Team Winners:
1st Place – Creative Benefit Solutions: Craig Harrison,
Andrew McCarthy, Brad Baker, David Hudson
2nd Place – SDMO: Nick Bradshaw, Chris Pritchard, Mark
Dozell, Dave Ball
3rd Place – Deep Sea Electronics: David Thompson, Jamie
Maynard, Michael Ord, Steven Ord
WIP Singles Winners:
1st Place – Craig Harrison – Creative Benefit Solutions
2nd Place – Brad Baker – Creative Benefit Solutions
3rd Place – Stephen Ord – Deep Sea Electronics
Travelex Nearest the Pin:
Hole 4 – Nial Pugh – Broadcrown
Hole 10 – Matt Kurlapski – Travelex Team 2
Travelex Longest Drive:
Hole 6 – David Hudson –Creative Benefit Solutions
Hole 13 – Rob Murphy – Van Spall

AMPS chose to sponsor Help for Heroes and Mark Elliot,
Director of External Relations, enlightened the audience
with an update on the organisation’s activities and told some
heartwarming stories of how they have assisted some of our
heroes already. AMPS members did their best to help this
great charity by raising over £1500 on the day, with
donations and an auction of rugby balls signed by lunchtime
speaker Gareth Chillcott, the former England and Bath
rugby union player. Gareth then gave a very entertaining
rendition of his experiences in the sport of rugby and about
his personal involvement with H4H.

Lombardini Nearest the Pin:
Hole 7 – Dave Lee – Van Spall

AMPS had pleasure in giving several Lifetime Achievement
Awards to Dave Arthur, Swan Generators, Jim Gould,
Crestchic and Vic Yates and David Borgman from Broadcrown.
Ian Cooper, Scania was also offered one, but he dedicated it
to a close friend within the industry who has recently
passed away – Richard Gullis from Maddon Generators
(the award was collected by his son-in-law, Robert Skilton).

The day was once again a great success and despite an
accurate prediction that it would rain, by the time the race
started the sun came out and the track dried fairly rapidly.
However there were a few puddles around during the
qualifying stage which made one or two of the corners very
interesting.

Powersource Nearest the Pin in 2:
Hole 18 – Craig Harrison – Creative Benefit Solutions
AMPS Karting Day – 13th September 2011
WIP receiving the winner’s shield together with Team Deutz
UK, second and Team Meccalte, third at the 2011 AMPS
karting challenge, Daytona Racing, Milton Keynes held on the
13th September.

It was pleasing to see that team numbers are continuing to
grow year on year and that companies are using this event
as a means of thanking their employees for their dedication.
The day is a great event for having fun and socialising with
fellow colleagues, customers and fellow members of AMPS.
Congratulations to WIP for their well deserved win and
many thanks to all those who supported the event.
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ECONOMIC REPORT
FROM CHRIS EVANS

The developed world staggered through 2011, not reaching
the hoped-for continuous recovery, but not quite declining
into recession. Fortunately, much of the developing world
continued to see healthy growth. All this was reflected in
energy use which was estimated to have risen 5% in 2010
and likely to have increased further in the last year. At a
national level, the UK growth level was anaemic and
dissipating by the year end.
Official data suggest that the value of sales of generator sets
made by UK companies increased by 20% in 2010 to around
£1.1 billion. It is expected that a good recovery will be seen
in the data for 2011 probably of some 30%.
Sales data collected by AMPS for alternators showed a
continued upward movement with the unit sales in the UK
in the first three quarters of the year being some 30% higher.
The UK remains one of the biggest producers and
exporters of generating sets although each year
international competition increases, notably from Chinese
companies and especially in the Asian growth markets.
The power generator industry also remains one of the
most important contributors to the UK net trade; exports
rose 9% in 2010 to £995m and there is expected to have
been a strong increase of around a third in 2011. Imports
picked up strongly in 2010 to £101m and remained at a
steady value in 2011.
Whilst the world economy has remained restrained by the
problems seen in the developed countries, the developing
world has retained its momentum and thus the demand for
energy has been supported.

There is an expectation that world energy demand will
increase by a third by 2040 with a rather stable demand
in OECD countries but a 60% increase in non-OECD
countries.This is predicated on population rise and an
associated economic annual growth rate in the emerging
countries of more than double that of the West. The fuel
sources are expected to change somewhat with gas gaining
ground at the expense of oil. Renewables will be rising fast,
albeit from a low base, whilst coal will diminish. Last year
saw a major reduction in the prospects for nuclear
following the Fukushima disaster. However, oil will continue
to supply some 70% of energy and those looking for a price
decline in the face of lower industrial and private use were
disappointed when political tensions kept Brent crude
above $100/b. Electricity supply is expected to take 40%
of energy consumption within that 30 year time frame.
Global warming has become a major policy focus with
governments promoting alternative energy sources at
considerable expense but with very modest impact.
Nevertheless the commitment to carbon equivalent
reduction impacts on all equipment suppliers including
through direct regulatory action such as that covering
engine emissions.
It is a consistent story that energy infrastructure in the
fast growing countries remains under-developed which
underpins the demand for power generation technology.
With centralised systems struggling to cope with growing
demand and conflicting environmental concerns the need
for stand-by generators looks assured.

AMPS STATISTICS
AMPS continues to run a major collection of global data based on the supply of alternators within major geographical
regions. Broad annual information from this system is released to the AMPS membership. Trade data is posted on the
member area of the AMPS website at regular intervals.
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TECHNICAL COMMITTEE
Stan Archer

Deep Sea Electronics plc

Andrew Bradbury

Perkins Engines Co Ltd.

Gary Coleman

MTU UK Ltd

Andrew Greer

FG Wilson (Engineering) Ltd

David Jewkes

Covrad Heat Transfer Ltd

Roger Josephs

Powertecnique Limited

Keith Marshall

Sheafpower Ltd (Chairman)

Chris Marsland

ENER-G Holdings plc

Richard Meadows

Cummins Power Generation (Kent) Ltd

Richard Payne

Cummins Ltd

Robert Ralphs

IPU Group

Chris Whitworth

Cummins Generator Technologies (Vice Chairman)

TECHNICAL COMMITTEE REPORT
FROM KEITH MARSHALL
It’s been a busy year for the Technical Committee but in
a different direction to that which we have taken before.
The introduction of the Fuel and Emissions Directives over
the last two years, on top of the reform of the Machinery
Directive, has made it clear to all of us that influencing
European Directives, as well as Standards, is now more
important than it has ever been. This need has spurred
several new members to the Technical Committee including
Cummins Power Generation, FG Wilson and Perkins and
has directly led to the push to re-vitalise EuropGen which
you will have read about in the Chairman’s and Director
General’s Reports. We have to say that this has been a great
success. EuropGen has immediately taken up the challenge
to pursue the issues it can see before it and formed six
working groups to tackle issues as diverse as Grid Codes
and the reform of the WEEE and RoHS Directives. I am very
pleased to say that AMPS representatives chair five of these
six working groups giving us an absolutely unique position
to drive our thoughts directly into the heart of European
Legislation.
On the domestic front, we have also been looking at
different work. We have set up three working groups to
help us develop our activities:
• Our first working group is looking at Grid Codes, both to
help influence and understand them as they are developed,
and also to foster better relationships with the network
operators and help ease our work with these vital
partners in our industry.
• Our second working group is looking at European
Legislation and structures to help our members
understand what affects them.

• Our final working group is developing a Training
Qualification for Diesel Generating Set engineers which
we hope will become the benchmark qualification for all
service, test and commissioning engineers in our industry.
And of course we have also continued with our traditional
work:
• We have continued to represent our members on UK,
European and now US standards committees.
• We have continued to produce publications. We are
particularly pleased to announce that we have now revised
and re-published the AMPS guides to ISO8528. These are
available free of charge to members through the members’
area of the website . We hope that they will be of use both
in terms of our members’ education but also to help your
customers understanding.
• Finally, we have continued with our traditional technical
support functions including the help lines, Frequently
Asked Questions and the Technical Bulletin which contains
expert articles on some 50 subjects which we believe may
be of interest to our members.
As with all of AMPS, our efforts are built on the efforts of
our participants. Accordingly, I would like to thank the
members of the Committee and the secretariat for their
time and support. I’d also particularly like to thank Janet
Burke who left the secretariat this year after many years of
looking after us. We wish her the best in her very energetic
retirement! Finally, I’d like to invite any members of the
Association to come and join us – we are always happy to
see new members and you will not find another gathering
of brains on this scale in our industry!
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LISTING OF COMMITTEE MEMBERS
REPRESENTATION AT BSI
BSI Committee No

BSI Committee Title

Representative

GEL/008

Systems Aspects for Electrical Energy Supply

Andrew Greer
Lesley Hawken

GEL/210

EMC – Policy Committee

Robert Ralphs
Lesley Hawken

GEL/210/11

EMC Product Standards

Robert Ralphs
Lesley Hawken

GEL/600

Earthing

Stan Archer
Lesley Hawken

GEL/600/0-/01

Revision of BS 7430

Stan Archer

JPEL/064

Electrical Installations of Buildings – Joint Committee

Andrew Greer

MCE/003

Safeguarding of Machinery

Robert Ralphs

MCE/014

RIC – Engines

Richard Payne
Richard Meadows

MCE/014/0/0-/01

RIC Engines – Engines to be Used in
Potentially Explosive Atmospheres

Richard Payne
Lee Vasey
Richard Meadows

MCE/014/0-/02

RIC Engines – Safety

Richard Payne
Richard Meadows

MCE/014/0-/03

RIC Engines – Emissions

Richard Payne
Lee Vasey
Richard Meadows

MCE/014/0-/04

RIC Engines – Human Interface

Richard Payne
Lee Vasey
Richard Meadows

MCE/014/0-/05

RIC Engines – Vocabulary

Richard Payne
Richard Meadows

MCE/014/0-/06

RIC Engines – Performance

Richard Payne
Richard Meadows

MCE/014/0-/07

RIC Engines – Noise and Vibration

Richard Payne
Lee Vasey
Richard Meadows

MCE/014/0-/08

RIC Engines – Generating Sets

Richard Payne
Lee Vasey
Richard Meadows

MCE/022

Engines for Road Vehicles

Lesley Hawken

PEL/002

Rotating Electrical Machinery

Chris Whitworth
Lesley Hawken

PEL/017/02

Low Voltage Switchgear and Controlgear

Andrew Greer
Lesley Hawken

PEL/021

Secondary Cells and Batteries

Lesley Hawken

PEL/099

Erection and Operation of Power Installations

Keith Marshall
Lesley Hawken

Note: Mrs Lesley Hawken is a non-participating papers only member.
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MEMBERS OF COUNCIL
Co-opted

May 2007

Mr R Lane-Nott

AMPS

Elected

2009

Mr A Beech

Deutz AG-UK

Elected

2009

Mr A Bell

Mecc Alte UK Ltd

Elected

2009

Mr A Horwell

Broadcrown Holdings plc

Elected

2010

Mr R Beebee

IPU Group

Elected

2010

Mr M Ferris

MTU UK Ltd

Elected

2010

Mr P Stapleton

Bradgate Containers Ltd

Elected

2010

Mr R Teasdale

Worldwide Independent Power

Elected

2011

Mr D Arthur

Swan Generators Ltd

Elected

2011

Mr A Bretherton

Woodward International, Inc

Elected

2011

Mr J Clarke

NJ Froment & Company Ltd

Elected

2011

Mr K Marshall

Sheafpower Ltd

Elected

2011

Mr S McKinty

FG Wilson (Engineering) Ltd

Elected

2011

Mr D Tasker

Volvo Group UK Ltd

Elected

2011

Mr D Walker

Van Spall Associates (CHP) Ltd

Mr K Marshall was elected Chairman in March 2011.
Mr R Watterson & Mr K Williamson both offered their resignation from Council during the year.
During the year Mr J Stuart (DEIF UK Ltd) and Mr C Emery (Perkins Engines Company Ltd) were both co-opted
until the 2012 AGM

MEMBERSHIP UPDATE
During the last financial year (1st July 2010 – 30th June
2011) and up to the 31st December 2010 the following
companies applied to join AMPS as Full Members:
Arcgen Hilta (Full)
Genco EEC Ltd (Full)

Also during this period the following companies resigned
from Membership:
Applied Acoustic Solutions Ltd (Full)
Delta Design Systems Ltd (Full)
Emerson Network Power Division (Full)
Thistle Generators Ltd (Full)
As a result of this membership is currently:
FULL MEMBERS
AFFILIATE MEMBERS
TOTAL

76
3
79
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AMPS EXECUTIVE
Roger Lane-Nott Director General

Chris Evans AMPS Economics and Statistics.

• He has overall responsibility for AMPS

• Prepares reports on the state of the genset
industry obtained from a variety of sources.

• He sits on the AMPS Council and is
accountable to them

• Continues to work on a meaningful statistical
collection and dissemination programme.

• Chairman EuropGen

• Liaises with the trade press

Email: dg@amps.org.uk
Tel: 01733 207601

Email: economics@aea.uk.com
Tel: 01733 207609

John Marlow AMPS Company Secretary.
He is responsible for:

Bill Rounce AMPS Technical Committee
Secretary.

• All accounts matters – invoicing, chasing
overdue invoices, preparation and
presentation of monthly accounts to the
AMPS Council

• He supports the Technical Committee and
• Provides expert knowledge and guidance on
technical matters to Members
Email: billrounce@aol.com Tel: 01733 207613

• Preparation and presentation of ledgers and
accounts for AMPS auditors
• Production of the Annual Report
Email: admin@aea.uk.com
Tel: 01733 207605

Angela Barnatt AMPS Executive Assistant.
She is responsible for:

Lesley Hawken AMPS Technical
Administration. She is responsible for

• Administration of AMPS Council and
Membership matters

• Administration of AMPS Technical Committee
• Technical administration

• Management of AMPS events

Email: techadmin@amps.org.uk
Tel: 01733 207613

• Management of the AMPS Conference
Email: ab@aea.uk.com
Tel: 01733 207602

Debbie Dale She provides:
• Export and related information – enquiries,
conferences and shows
• Looks after the day to day maintenance of the
AMPS web site
Email: export@aea.uk.com
Tel: 01733 207603

PAST PRESIDENTS
2010

D Tasker

Volvo Group UK Ltd

1999

P Stapleton

Bradgate Containers Ltd

2009
2008

D Tasker

Volvo Group UK Ltd

1998

A Shirtliff

Westac Power Ltd

A Beech

Cummins UK Ltd
(Power Generation)

1997

A Shirtliff

Westac Power Ltd

1996

RN Lloyd Evans Countryman Power Plant Ltd

2007

R Watterson

DEIF (UK) Ltd

1995

B Tatton

Puma Power Plant Ltd

2006

D Scott

Cummins UK Ltd
(Power Generation)

1994

B Tatton

Puma Power Plant Ltd

2005

A Hegarty

F G Wilson (Engineering) Ltd

1993

J E Harrison

Atalanta Engineering Ltd

2004

P Stapleton

Bradgate Containers Ltd

1992

J E Harrison

Atalanta Engineering Ltd

2004

P Blything

Atlas Copco Masons Ltd

1991

J E Harrison

Atalanta Engineering Ltd

2003

M Ferris

MTU Detroit Diesel UK Limited

1990

K Runnacles

Slington Group

2002

K Sewter

NJ Froment & Company Ltd

1989

G Smith

CTH Holdings

2001

R Beebee

IPU Group

1988

G Smith

CTH Holdings

2000

R Beebee

IPU Group

1987

Formation
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FULL MEMBERS
ABB Limited
Addicott Electrics Ltd
Advanced Diesel Engineering Limited
Aggreko UK Ltd
Aggretech AG
A J Power Limited
Allam Marine Ltd
Allcool London Limited
Ashvale Engineering Ltd
Arcgen Hilta
AVK|SEG (UK) Limited
Bearward Engineering Ltd
Bolger Engineering Ltd
BGG UK Ltd
Bradgate Containers Ltd
Broadcrown Holdings plc
Burtonwood Generator & Switchgear
Services Ltd
Caterpillar Marine Power UK Ltd
CMEC Power Generation Solutions Ltd
ComAp
Control and Power Systems Ltd
Covrad Heat Transfer Ltd
Crestchic Ltd
Cummins Generator Technologies
Cummins Power Generation (Kent) Ltd
Cummins UK Ltd – Power Generation
Dale Power Solutions plc
Deep Sea Electronics plc
DEIF (UK) Ltd
Deutz AG-UK
Ener-g Holdings plc
E-Tec Power Management Limited
FG Wilson (Engineering) Ltd
Finning (UK) Ltd
Fleetsolve Ltd
Fozmula Limited
Genco EEC Ltd
Genpart (UK) Ltd
Howard Butler Limited

Ingram Installations Limited
IPU Group
Iveco Motors UK FPT
(Powertrain Technologies)
James Dring Power Plant Ltd
JCB Power Products Ltd
Jenelec (Europe) Ltd
Lister Petter Limited
Leroy Somer Limited
Marathon Electric
Marelli UK Limited
Mecc Alte (UK) Ltd
MTU UK Limited
Musgrave Generators Limited
NJ Froment & Company Ltd
NOV Portable Power
P & I Generators Ltd
Parker Hannifin, Racor Filter Division
Europe
Perkins Engines Company Limited
Power Electrics Ltd
Powersource Projects Ltd
Powertecnique Limited
Precision Controls Ltd
Riello UPS Ltd
Scania Great Britain Ltd
Selco A/S
Sheafpower Limited
SRF Europe Ltd
Swan Generators Limited
Turner Engine Powered Solutions
Universal Silencer (Europe) Ltd
Van Spall Associates (CHP) Limited
Volvo Group UK Limited
W B Power Services Ltd
Welland Engineering Co Ltd
Westac Power Ltd
Woodward Controls UK Limited
Worldwide Independent Power

AFFILIATE MEMBERS
The Generator Company
ICEL Group Limited
Industrial & Marine Silencers Ltd
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WHAT AMPS
OFFERS ITS
MEMBERS
OBJECTIVES OF THE ASSOCIATION
• To promote the interests and sales of member companies
that manufacture diesel and gas engines and small gas
turbine driven electrical generating systems worldwide
• By representation on international and European
standards committees and through EUROPGEN, the
European Generating Set Association, to speak with one
voice on all issues of technical standards, government or
EU legislation and commercial policy affecting the
membership
• To help members maintain the highest technical
standards, quality and customer support

WHAT AMPS OFFERS ITS MEMBERS
AMPS encourages its members to be actively engaged and
participate in its work. It is only by constant interchange
that AMPS can be truly representative and it is for this
reason it focuses resources on offering and facilitating
added value products and services for members. These are
approved by the AMPS Council.
No matter what their scale of business, AMPS wants
members to value their Association and its objectives and
to recognise what is done on their behalf.
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AMPS wishes members to appreciate the value of meeting
other members in non- commercial yet relevant forums,
and to participate in AMPS democratic social structure
and activities.

THIS IS ACHIEVED BY REPRESENTATION
AMPS represents member companies to Government,
Parliament, the EU and the media and to other key
opinion formers.
AMPS keeps members briefed on key issues at Council and
Technical meetings and through member only networks –
e-bulletin and the website (www.amps.org.uk).

ADDED VALUE AND ADVICE
Several information services are available for members
delivered by email and through the members’ only
website. There are many commercial services available
to members and AMPS expressly does not compete with
these. The added value which differentiates what AMPS
offers is the special role that member companies play in
providing support and helping to identify and being actively
involved in the solutions.

NETWORKING

BENEFITS

• Opportunities to network with over 60 key companies
who are specialists in design, manufacture, installation,
maintenance and supply of electrical power generating
systems

• Standard terms of business and warranty to meet most
situations

• Members amongst the most successful exporters of
diesel & gas engine driven electrical generating systems
in the world
• Members of EUROPGEN – the European Generating
Set Association; and associate members of EGSA – the
Electrical Generating Systems Association of America;
and BEAMA – the British Electrotechnical and Allied
Manufacturers Association

• Legal ‘first call’ helpline
• Access to a Private Healthcare Insurance Scheme
• Export opportunities for UK Manufacturers
• Full use of AMPS’ state of the art conference facilities at
Samuelson House which are available to members at
favourable discounted rates for meetings, product
launches etc. For further details contact John Marlow on
01733 207605 or admin@amps.org.uk

HOW TO BE INVOLVED
INFORMATION SERVICES
AMPS provides the following information services
• Alerts – early identification of upcoming issues
• Advice on new policy, regulation, EU and UK legislation
and best practice
• Market Intelligence – economic assessments

AMPS encourages active participation by member
companies to establish its work and activity programme
and guide its priorities. It facilitates intelligent networks
of members through its website, Council and Technical
Committee. One of the major benefits of AMPS is the
unique opportunity it provides to take part in the industry
and its common issues through AMPS structure and through
representation on influential external groups and bodies.

• Statistical collection
• Technical information and support
• Standard and regulations documentation
• Export and overseas opportunities
• Legal expertise

TECHNICAL COMMITTEE
AMPS has a Technical Committee which nurtures and builds
consensus by strong member leadership. Technical meetings
provide input to standards and regulation bodies exchange
information on EC directives, BSI, ISO, IEC etc. They also
provide a regular exchange of technical information and
issues between members.

MARKETING
AMPS will assist Members on request where resources
allow. We are always ready to listen to new ideas.

EXHIBITIONS, SEMINARS AND
NEWSLETTERS
• Reduced rates for members at AMPS sponsored events
and the Association endeavours to obtain reduced rates
at other National and International events of interest
• Business seminars on topical business and technical
subjects
• Monthly e-bulletin and Quarterly Magazine
• Annual Conference & Luncheon
PROMOTION
• Active AMPS Website to promote members’ interests
with link to each member’s website
• AMPS work on behalf of its members, recommending
their products and services to prospective users
• AMPS newsletters provide a platform for members to
promote their products and services
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For more information about AMPS membership, technical help and
sourcing suitable suppliers contact AMPS on +44 (0) 8456 448748
Association of Manufacturers of Power Generating Systems (AMPS)
Samuelson House, 62 Forder Way, Hampton, Peterborough PE7 8JB
Tel: +44 (0) 8456 448748

Fax: +44 (0) 1733 314767

Email: ab@amps.org.uk

www.amps.org.uk

